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SciPy 2012
• IDL to Pysat 

-Python Satellite Data Analysis Toolkit first appeared in public in 
April 5, 2015 (Truly in 2009) 
-High-level package designed specifically to create a common 
ground across all instruments in space science (think matlab/
mathematica/idl but for space science) 

• Pysat Stats 
-Over 1000 commits and 800 unit tests 
-Published in JGR - Space Physics https://doi.org/
10.1029/2018JA025297 
-Pysat is running across the world (UC Berkeley, IMPEI - Brazil, 
NCAR/UCAR, UTD, NASA/Goddard) 
- Foundation for Ion Velocity Meter (IVM) processing for NASA 
ICON, NOAA COSMIC-2, NASA SORTIE CubeSat 

• Features in the pipe: 
-Support for Constellations 
-pandas and xarray data format 
-Satellite simulation and IVM processing for NASA/IMPEI SPORT 
CubeSat

Other Packages
• pysatCDF 

- Python interface to NASA C library, 
via Fortran 

- Python build system coupled to NASA 
build.  

- pysat not required, but includes 
pysat coupling features 

- Pip installable 

• pysatMagVect 
- Vector system for analyzing plasma 

motion in the ionosphere 
- Field-Aligned, Meridional, Zonal 
- Coordinate conversions 
- Vector conversions 
- pysat not required, but includes 

pysat coupling features
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Who am I to tell you about Advanced Python?



- DaViTPy 
- AACGMv2 
- apexpy 
- pysatCDF 
- pyglow 
- pyEphem
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Pysat community package use

- pysgp4 
- pysatMagVect 
- netCDF4 

- IGRF reference Fortran 
- scipy 
- Pandas and xarray 
- OCBPy (pysat integration       

not public)



• Currently using nose (command nosetests) 
• New projects should use pytest 
−Built on top of python builtin unittest but don’t use that 

directly 
−pytest can handle nosetest configurations, out of the box, 

according to pytest folks 
− I have not yet actually used pytest
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Packages



• Its a like a unit vector, but for programs 
−Unit magnitude - test one thing 
‣ What is one thing anyway? 

∼ Is going forward 10 orbits, then back 15, then forward 
22, then back 17 to make sure you end up where you 
started one thing? 

−Known result 
‣ What do you mean by known? 
‣ What do you mean by a result? 

−Repeatable
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What is a Unit Test
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Testing One Thing

Test Class is Defined. 

A number of tests follow, such as:
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One Thing Over and Over
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More One Thing
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Testing Different Thing

Strong MetaData Support

• Support for multiple 
metadata standards in real 
time 
• Used to support metadata 

standards for IVM as part of 
the NASA ICON mission 
• pysat functionality writes the 

netCDF4 files



• Simple functions are easy 
• Try to think like a user 
− In addition to basic tests, implement user stories 
− If user does A, then B, then C, off to D, and then E for some 

reason, and then G. Wait. Undo G. Do F, then do G. 
• Check against public versions of models 
• Check against public data 
− Lets you know when things change 

• Make a plot
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What to test and against what
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Model Runs

Error in Field Line Tracing Footpoint Location

Error is difference with current position 
and that obtained using half the step size.

I stand by my locations though changes in 
comparison model settings may be appropriate
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C/NOFS IVM Data

CDAWeb removed existing C/NOFS data. I found out when builds failed.

CDAWeb added new version of C/NOFS data. I found out when builds failed.
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Before and After Public pysatMagVect

I translated the code correctly. Then I made it better. Then I made it better again. Then I thought I made it better. 
Plots on local computer showed otherwise. Fixed now.



• Generators are functions that return control after execution but remembers 
state between calls 
−Yield 

• I’ve used them with nosetests to create tests that write tests 
−Used by pysat to ensure all the different instrument modules function and 

adhere to the pysat standard 
• While thinking of this talk, I solved a problem with random number generation 

−Random number functions work best when a ton of random numbers are 
created at once. Generators are great for then handing them out, except 
for some user interface issues with having to carry the generator around, 
initialize it, etc.  
−pysat + generator = good easy to obtain random numbers 
−Upcoming pysat feature (Advanced Conferencing - see Dr. Angeline Burrell)
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Generators
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Test to Test

Not all packages work on TravisCI
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Abominations lead to System Science
Iterate over a dataset by file, by day. Can also include by orbit in there.

Iterate over a heterogeneous constellation dataset by file, or by day

Code above from pysat seasonal bin averaging routine. Any combo of data averaged  
By the same code in the same bins. Transition from one to many written by 
undergrad CS students. 3 lines of code in the actual routine.
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Dueling Data Formats and Fancy MetaData

How can you test all these options?

Supporting both pandas and xarray at once Controlling access to data without user 
knowing. Respond to data assignment as well.



• Lack of Funding 
- NASA lacks requisite knowledge to accurately evaluate proposals 
- I was able to get techniques NASA considers too hard into pysat in one 

semester using a team of undergrads 
- That feature, Constellation support, is the one of the last pieces needed 

to enable easy system science for all instruments and all times 
• It already works, Constellations support makes it easier for operating 

on groups at once 
- NSF CEDAR isn’t really paying either (last grant reduced by 80%) 
• This grant also specifically requires technologies I’ve developed 

• In effect, I’m paying NASA and NSF so I can work to solve their problems 
- This is not sustainable
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Downsides to Developing Public Code



–Johnny Appleseed

Cheers
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